CLIMBERS’ CORNER

Speedline Variations: A Photo Essay, Part 1
By Mark Adams

Speedlines typically are used to move material away from a tree
because there is no suitable landing zone directly beneath the tree
and/or to move material to a chipper or staging area because it would
be too difficult or labor intensive to manually move the material across
the ground.
Speedlines can be set up in many different configurations and may
employ a variety of different ropes, slings, blocks, pulleys, carabiners,
and other types of tools and equipment. This article looks at some
of the basic techniques and gear used to set up a speedline and
illustrates options for different scenarios that may be encountered
in the field.
As with any tree care operation, the safety of the crew and determining whether the tree can withstand the potential forces are top
priority.

moved up the trunk as the climber works his or her way up the tree
(which requires a lot of extra work from the climber).
Running the rope through a crotch allows an arborist to set a
speedline even in a very thick tree and, because the crew has access
to both ends of the rope, provides the option of using the rope as
either a speedline or a lowering line.
The disadvantage of a zipline is that there is no control over the
descent of the piece. Once the piece is cut, it immediately starts to
slide down the line and accelerates until it reaches the ground.
For branches that are far to one side of or below where the speedline is anchored, there is often a lot of slack in the line, and the piece
may free fall some distance and/or uncontrollably swing from side
to side before the ground crew can tension the line and create the
desired angle of fall (note the large bend in the line in Figure 1).
The crew can steer the branch to some degree, by moving the
rope from one side to the other, but there is no way to control the
speed of the descent of the piece other than to let the rope go slack
as the piece nears the end of the run.
A zipline works well in some situations, but at jobsites with
fragile or well-manicured landscapes, complete control over every
piece that is cut is necessary.

Zipline

Controlled Speedline

The simplest variety of a speedline is sometimes referred to as a zipline.
A line is secured in the top of the tree, a sling is choked to the branch
that is to be cut, and
Figure 1. A simple
speedline, or zipline.
the sling is connected
to the speedline with a
carabiner (Figure 1).
When the branch is cut,
it immediately falls and
“zips” down the line to
the ground.
The advantages of
this system are that it
requires minimal equipment, and it is fast and
easy to set up.
The rope can be set
from the ground with a
throwline and secured
with a running bowline
around either the trunk
or a sturdy branch.
Alternatively, the
rope can be run through a crotch and then down the back side of the
tree. The end of the rope is then either pulled to the ground and
secured around the base of the tree (which may require a lot of rope)
or fastened with a running bowline at the height of the climber and

The dead pine shown in Figure 2 was removed with a speedline,
and all of the brush was landed just to the right and in front of the
arbor in the rose garden in the foreground of the photo.
The descent of the material was controlled by adding a
second line, called a control line or haul-back line (in
essence, this line acts as a lowering line).
A replica of the setup is shown in Figure 3. The top
line (blue) is the speedline, which is secured to the
tree with a suitable knot.
On the speedline is a double, fixed-sided pulley with
a steel carabiner attached to it. On the bottom end of
the steel carabiner is a rigging plate. On the tree below
the speedline, a block is secured to the tree with a sling,
and the control line (pink) is run through the block.
The fall of the control line goes to the ground to a
Port-a-Wrap or other friction device. The lead of the control line is tied to a steel carabiner, and this carabiner is
also clipped to the rigging plate. Finally, there is a third
carabiner clipped to the rigging plate; this carabiner is
girth hitched to a webbing sling (shown in red in Figure 3).
Note: The color coding (blue = speedline, pink =
control line) is consistent throughout this article.
When in use, the entire setup is moved down the speedline to
the piece that is to be removed. The webbing sling is unclipped
from the rigging plate, girth hitched around the piece, and clipped
back on to the rigging plate (Figure 4).

This article is part one of a two-part photo essay on speedlines. Topics
covered in this part include using a zipline, using a controlled speedline,
tensioning a speedline with mechanical advantage, and lifting with the
control line. Part two will appear in the October issue of Arborist News
and will look at lifting with a third line, understanding the forces generated
by a speedline, and reducing forces on the tree.
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Figure 2. This dead
pine was removed
with a controlled
speedline. The
brush was carefully
and precisely
landed in the rose
garden, with no
damage to any of
the surrounding
landscape.

When the piece is cut, the whole setup, including the branch, slides
down the speedline (blue), with the control line (pink) acting as a
lowering line, which allows the ground crew to slow the descent of
the piece (Figure 5). Once the piece is on the ground, the sling is
removed from the branch and reattached to the rigging plate. The
entire setup is then pulled back up the speedline (blue) with the
control line (pink).
The equipment used for this technique should be chosen with
care. The speedline pulley should be stable when sitting on the speedline, and it should run smoothly both down and then back up the
line. An arborist block tends to flip easily, and a rescue pulley sometimes pinches the line when the setup is pulled back up to the climber.
In the setup shown here, the speedline pulley is a Petzl Tandem,
a double, fixed-sided pulley with one sheave in front of the other
(sometimes called a trolley). This pulley has small-diameter sheaves,
sits low on the speedline, is well balanced, and has fixed cheek plates
to avoid pinching the rope.

Figure 3. The
setup of the
equipment for
a controlled
speedline.

Figure 5.
Lowering
a branch
with a
controlled
speedline.

The rigging plate is a Petzl Paw, which offers multiple attachment
points (Figure 6). The steel carabiners are sturdy and add ballast to
help prevent the system from flipping around the speedline. The block
for the control line should be a standard arborist block (Figure 3). D
Figure 4. A
controlled
speedline
attached to
a branch.

Figure 6. A
rigging plate
allows
attachment
of all parts of
the system,
plus several
branches.
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Figure 9. The speedline was tensioned with a
Z-rig, a 3:1 mechanical advantage system,
using the speedline itself.

Tensioning a Speedline by Using
Mechanical Advantage
On some jobs, the landing zone may be far from the tree, and there
may be obstacles over which the material has to pass on the speedline.
In Figure 7, the dead pine on the left side of the photo is in the
backyard of the house (not visible) beyond the house in the foreground of the photo. The landing zone is the driveway in front of
that house, and the material had to remain in the air long enough
and high enough to pass over the roof of that house and carport
(Figure 8). The ground crew was not able to keep the material off
the roof by tensioning the speedline by hand, so a pulley system was
set up to provide additional pulling power. In this particular situation, the speedline itself was used to create a Z-rig, which is a 3-to-1
mechanical advantage system (Figure 9).
Figure 7. The dead pine on the left is in the
backyard of the neighboring house (the roof of
the carport is just visible on the right at the very
bottom of the photo). All of the brush was
speedlined to the driveway in front of the carport.

Figure 8. A branch moves
down the speedline and over
the carport (not visible in
the photo).

Lifting with the Control Line
Using two lines also allows a piece to be tip-tied and lifted, or rigged
at both ends, lifted, and held parallel to the speedline as it is lowered
to the ground. This can be accomplished by girth hitching a sling
to the top of the branch and attaching this sling to the rigging plate
(Figure 10; with further details shown in Figures 14 and 15).
A second sling is girth hitched to the butt end of the branch and
attached to the speedline with a carabiner and a pulley, as shown in
Figures 10, 14, and 15.
Figure 10. A sling
(red, near top) is
girth hitched to
the top of the
branch and
attached to the
rigging plate. A
second sling (red,
near bottom) is
girth hitched to
the bottom of the
branch and
clipped to a
pulley on the
speedline (blue).
(Also see Figures
14 and 15.) The
climber notches
the branch
toward the block
of the control line.

The climber makes the notch so that it faces directly toward where
the speedline and control line are attached to the tree and then
makes the back cut to establish a hinge (Figure 10).
The speedline is left completely slack (no tension, no wraps), but
the control line is tensioned using a Good Rigging Control System
(GRCS), a Hobbs’ Lifting and Lowering Device, or some type of pulley
system until the top of the branch is pulled toward the anchor point
of the control line (Figure 11).
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Figure 12. Tension is applied to
the speedline (blue), which pulls
the bottom of the branch (in the
direction of the yellow arrow) to
the middle of the tree.

Figure 14. Tension is released on the
control line (pink), allowing the
branch to slide down the speedline
(blue) to the ground. The slings hold
the branch parallel to the speedline
so that the branch stays clear of all
of the landscape plant material.

Figure 11. Tension is applied to
the control line (pink), which
pulls the top of the branch (in the
direction of the yellow arrow)
toward the control line block in
the middle of the tree.

Now the speedline is
tensioned so that the
butt end of the branch is
pulled toward the center
of the tree (Figure 12).
The speedline continues to be tensioned until
the butt end of the branch
is away from the middle
of the tree and is pointed
toward the landing zone
(Figure 13). The control
line is now gradually
released to allow the
branch to descend down
the speedline. As the
branch descends, it may
be necessary to add more
tension to the speedline
in order to keep the
branch traveling above

any obstacles
(Figure 14). This
should be done
with extreme
caution, making
sure there is not
so much tension
that the anchor
point in the tree
D
fails.

Figure 13. The speedline (blue)
continues to be tensioned until the
bottom of the branch (traveling in
the direction of the yellow arrow)
is lifted away from the middle of
the tree and is headed toward the
landing zone.
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Figure 15. (a)
Close-up of the
top attachment
in Figure 14:
a sling (red) is
girth hitched
to the top of the
branch and
attached to the
rigging plate. (b)
Close-up of the
bottom attachment in Figure
14: a sling (red)
is girth hitched
to the bottom of
the branch and
attached to a
pulley on the
speedline (blue).
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Resources

Tensioning with a pulley system (or some other hand-operated
device, such as a GRCS) allows the operator to closely monitor the
amount of tension and be very precise when making adjustments.
Using any type of motorized machine (such as a skid-steer or
chipper winch) to add tension can be very dangerous. It can be
difficult to judge how much tension is being applied and, because
these machines are so strong, it can be easy to overload the system
and cause a failure of some part of the tree.
On the ground, the speedline ran through a redirect that was
attached to the chipper (Figure 16) and was tensioned with a 5:1
fiddle block setup, which was anchored to and backed up with a
Port-a-Wrap. The chipper was used as an anchor simply because it
was the only available option for the placement of the redirect. The
redirect had to be unclipped from the chipper in order for the chipper to be used, so the brush was staged and then chipped when
there was no more room in the landing zone.
The fiddle blocks are attached to the speedline with a split-tail
tied in a French Prusik (also see 3:1 setup in Figure 3). This allows the
fiddle blocks to be easily repositioned as needed. In the past, people
have used various types of ascenders as adjustable attachments. There
have been several instances of ascenders severing the rope, however,
so they are no longer recommended for this application.

A speedline can be a very useful—but also a fairly complicated and
intricate—system. The techniques and equipment shown here illustrate
just a few of the many configurations that are possible with a speedline.
Each component should be understood thoroughly before being
applied and should first be used in easy, noncritical situations.
Additional information and training can be acquired through
study materials and/or professional, on-site training. Recommended
resources are
• Rigging for Removal (two-video set plus workbook). Available
from TCIA.
• The Art and Science of Practical Rigging (video or DVD set plus
workbook). Available from ISA.
• ArborMaster® Training, www.arbormaster.com
• Arboriculture Canada Training and Education Ltd.,
www.arborcanada.com.
• North American Tree Solutions (arboricultural education
and training), scottp@northamericantree.com.
• Tree Buzz (www.treebuzz.com).
Mark Adams is an ISA Certified Arborist with Downey Trees, Inc., in the
Atlanta, Georgia, area. He is a frequent contributor to Climbers’ Corner.
Photos courtesy of the author.

Figure 16. The speedline
(blue) ran through a
redirect pulley (anchored
to the chipper, in the
photo on the right) and
was tensioned with a 5:1
mechanical advantage
system that was attached
to the speedline with a
French Prusik (photo on
left). The mechanical
advantage system was
anchored to a Port-aWrap (out of view, to
the left of the worker),
which held and then
released the tension
generated by the 5:1.
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